Introduction
The size of an idealized population, which would give rise to the rate of inbreeding, or the rate of change in variance of gene frequencies observed in the population under consideration defines the effective population size (N e ) (Wright 1969) . This concept is a key parameter widely used as a criterion for characterizing the risk status of livestock breeds (FAO 1998; Duchev et al. 2006) . This is basically due to the direct relationship between N e and the rate of inbreeding, fitness and the amount of genetic variation lost because of random genetic drift (Falconer & Mackay 1996; Caballero & Toro 2000) , which makes it useful to infer the future of genetic stock.
However, the theoretical assumptions on which N e is based only fit with idealized populations (Caballero 1994) , which is extremely important in the development of methods enabling the computation of effective size from pedigrees of actual populations under generation overlapping, selection and nonrandom mating. A quick overview of recent literature shows that the generally accepted methods to compute N e in real pedigrees are based on regressing the inbreeding coefficients on birth dates or generations (Pé rez-Enciso 1995; Gutié rrez et al. 2003) , even though they are always dependent on the definition of a reference population within pedigree and further adjustment by the generations interval (L). Moreover, the methods have not been proven to Keywords effective size; increased in inbreeding; overlapped generation.
Summary
The objective of this study was to test the performance of a recently proposed methodology for the estimation of realized effective size (N e ) based on individual increase in inbreeding (DF i ) on several real pedigrees: (a) an experimental mice population; (b) a closed pedigree of fighting bulls; (c) the Spanish Purebred (SPB, Andalusian) horse pedigree; (d) the Carthusian strain of SPB pedigree; (e) the Spanish Arab horse pedigree; and (f) the Spanish Anglo-Arab horse pedigree. Several reference subpopulations were defined on the basis of generation length in order to consider only animals in the last generation, to assess the influence of the pedigree content on the estimates of N e . The estimates of realized N e computed from DF i (N e ) tended to be higher than those obtained from regression on equivalent generations. The new parameter N e remained approximately stable when pedigree depth achieved about five equivalent generations. Estimates of N e take into account the genetic history of the populations, the size of their founder population, and the mating policy or bottlenecks caused by poor use of reproducing individuals. The usefulness of the realized N e computed from individual increase in inbreeding in real pedigrees is also discussed. ascertain a reliable value when there are variations in the breeding policy affecting mean inbreeding in the reference population . In such a scenario where planning matings to minimize co-ancestry after a period in which mating between close relatives was preferred, the regression-based methods to compute effective size can give unrealistic negative N e values .
Many attempts have been made to deal with the different real-world scenarios in order to obtain reliable estimates of the effective population size (Caballero 1994; Caballero & Toro 2000) . However, there is no standard method for general application to obtain the effective population size. Gutié rrez et al. (2008) have recently described a method for the estimation of effective size from pedigrees based on the definition of the individual increase in inbreeding coefficient (DF i ; Gonzá lez-Recio et al. 2007) using simulated standard pedigrees and in a unique real pedigree.
The objective of this study was to test the methodology for estimating N e based on DF i in several real pedigrees of varying depth in pedigree depth, overlapping generations, subdivision, migration, unbalanced representation of founders, or other unknown effects affecting the breeding policy, in order to further establish the usefulness of this parameter in real livestock breeding scenarios. To achieve these goals, data from an experimental mice population, the Domecq fighting bull herd pedigree, the Spanish Purebred horse (SPB) pedigree, the Carthusian strain of SPB pedigree, the Spanish Arab horse pedigree and the Spanish Anglo-Arab horse pedigree were used to test the methodology developed by Gutié rrez et al. (2008) . A comparison of the obtained estimates with other well-known methods for computing N e will be performed.
Materials and methods

Individual increase in inbreeding
The original idea of the methodology is to assume for each individual that all the animals in the referred population are under the same situation regarding inbreeding and genealogical information; this is measured over t, the discrete equivalent generation (Maignel et al. 1996; Boichard et al. 1997) . The discrete generation equivalent is computed for the pedigree of each individual as the sum over all known ancestors of the term of (½) n , where n is the number of generations separating the individual from each known ancestor.The steady increase in inbreeding that would have led to the inbreeding coefficient of animal i (F i ) in t generations should be:
Following Gutié rrez et al. (2008) , an overall mean of this parameter (DF) can be easily computed by averaging the DF i values of the individuals included in a defined reference subpopulation. From this, as a 'realized' effective population size, N e can be straightforwardly computed as N e ¼ 1=2DF: The realized effective size should be understood as the global effective size over time which has led to the present inbreeding level in the reference population from the founder population. Moreover, given that an individual increase in inbreeding exists for each animal in the reference subpopulation, a standard error of the realized N e can be further computed from the standard deviation of the individual increase in inbreeding and the square root of the reference subpopulation size as:
This is a modification of the expression reported by Gutié rrez et al. (2008) :
where n has been changed to N e , given that this value would be an equivalent number of independent individuals instead of n. Note also that this standard error gives an approximate idea of certainty but has a limited informative value given that the distribution of DF i is skewed to the right.
Other methods to estimate N e using pedigree information Several approaches have been used to check estimates of N e obtained from individual increase in inbreeding: 1 First, N e was estimated from the variances of family size as (Hill 1979) :
where M and F are the number of male and female individuals born or sampled for breeding each time period, L the average generation interval, r 2 mm and r 2 mf are the variances of the male and female offspring of a male, r 2 fm and r 2 ff are the variances of the male and female offspring of a female, cov(mm, mf) and cov(fm, ff) the respective covariances. Note that the family size of a parent (male or female) consists of sons and daughters kept for reproduction (James 1977) . This should be a good method when all the other conditions are in compliance with the idealized population but generations are overlapping (Falconer & Mackay 1996) . 2a Moreover, N e was also estimated from DF following Gutié rrez et al. (2003) . The increase in inbreeding between two generations (F t ) F t)1 ) was obtained from the regression coefficient (b) of the inbreeding coefficient over the date of birth obtained in the reference subpopulation, and considering the average generation interval (L) as F t ) F t)1 = L · b with F t)1 computed from the mean inbreeding in the reference subpopulation (F t ) as:
2b N e was also computed in a very similar way as in (2a) but using t directly instead of approaching the generations through generation intervals. Using this approach, N e was computed from the regression coefficient (b) of the individual inbreeding values over the individual equivalent complete generations t. In this case,
where F t is the average F of the reference subpopulation.
3 Estimation of N e could also be approached by using 1 À F t ¼ ð1 À ð1=2N e ÞÞ t to derive its value from a log regression of (1 ) F) over generation number (Pé rez-Enciso 1995). Here we computed the log regression of (1 ) F) over birth date and corrected further by the length of the generation interval (Pé rez-Enciso 1995).
Examples
To assess this methodology it was applied to several pedigrees in common scenarios in real populations: (d) The pedigree of the Carthusian strain of the Spanish Purebred horse, which is a subset of the pedigree listed before having a particular management, including those founder individuals classified as Carthusian because of their particular historical origin and those individuals resulting from matings between Carthusian parents (Valera et al. 2005 ). This is the example population already used for this purpose by Gutié rrez et al. (2008) , but has also been included here for a quick comparison among the different methodologies and pedigrees. The main parameters describing the real pedigrees analysed are given in Table 1 . The examples listed above are expected to characterize a classical example of population with discrete inbred generations (mice), closed population with overlapping generations and matings between relatives (SPB, Carthusian strain), closed population with overlapping generations and matings planned to avoid inbreeding (Fighting Bull) and, finally, open populations with different pedigree depths varying from 'sufficiently' deep (Spanish Arab horse) to very shallow (Spanish Anglo-Arab horse) as a consequence of different rates of migration. The mice data set also included a strong population subdivision in nine independent lines from the foundation of the population (Moreno 1998; Ibá ñ ez-Escriche et al. 2008) . The Carthusian population was reported to be managed using minimum co-ancestry mating policies during recent generations (Valera et al. 2005 ) and the Fighting Bull population is a case of a population of constant size with a mating policy avoiding common ancestors in the last three generations of each individual.
Several reference subpopulations were defined trying to take into account the last generation interval, and also trying to assess the influence of the pedigree content on the estimates of N e . For the mice pedigree the 15-16th and the 18th generations were used as two reference subpopulations (RS). For the other pedigrees that were analysed various RS were defined according to three different strategies: (a) pedigree depth of the individuals; (b) the individuals born in the last 10 years of the available records; and (c) individuals born in a given period of years allowing their use for reproduction. RS included individuals with four equivalent generations or more, and eight equivalent generations or more except for the Spanish Anglo-Arab horse for which only the first RS was defined, given their extremely shallow pedigree.
Program used
The analyses were performed using the endog program (current version v4.5) , which can be freely downloaded from the World Wide Web at http://www.ucm.es/info/prodanim/html/JP_Web.htm. Table 1 gives the main parameters describing the pedigrees that were analysed. Whole pedigreed set sizes varied from 6318 (Carthusian) to 140 629 (SPB), while the sizes for the fitted RS varied from 283 individuals for RS 18 in mice to 89 324 for RS 10 in SPB. The mean equivalent generations ranged between 1.7 AE 1.51 for WP in Spanish Anglo-Arab horse to 17.9 AE 1.46 for RS 18 in mice. The maximum values for equivalent generations were observed in the mice population (from 16.3 to 18.3), it was over 10-11 for the different RS fitted for Domecq's Fighting Bull, SPB, Carthusian and Spanish Arab horses and reached lower values (from 5.6 to 6.2) for the Spanish Anglo-Arab horse. The highest average inbreeding values at the WP level were found in Carthusians (13.0%) and the lowest (0.8%) in the population with the shallowest pedigree (Spanish Anglo-Arab horse). The lowest increases in inbreeding were found in the Spanish Anglo-Arab horse (0.2%) and in the SPB (lower than 1%), while the highest was found in the Carthusian subpopulation (around 2%). Figure 1 shows the plot of the values of individual increase in inbreeding per number of equivalent generations in all the pedigrees analysed. Notice that the trend of the values of DF i tended to stabilize Individuals born in the defined period that acted sequentially as female parents.
Results
Realized effective size from real pedigrees I. Cervantes et al. with the increase in t (about 5) because of the correction for pedigree depth of the individuals. Figure 2 shows the evolution of mean inbreeding, mean individual increase in inbreeding, mean equivalent generations, and realized effective size (N e ) across years of birth (generations in the mice population) for all the pedigrees. It is worth pointing out that the mean individual increase in inbreeding became approximately stable in the last period of time, while mean inbreeding increased and mean equivalent generations linearly increased during this last period. Furthermore, N e remains approximately stable when known pedigree reaches about five equivalent generations. This effect is not so clear in the Spanish Anglo-Arab population with lower pedigree knowledge. A decrease in mean individual increase in inbreeding (and a related increase in N e ) was observed in the SPB population. Table 2 includes the estimates of N e obtained using regression of the individual coefficients of inbreeding on equivalent generations, variance of family size and individual increase in inbreeding (DF i ) in the different RS analysed here. Furthermore, restrictions in pedigree depth of the individuals included in the corresponding RS are included in this table. Regardless of the RS being considered, the estimates obtained using variances in family size are larger than those obtained using both regression on equivalent generations and using DF i except for the population with shallower pedigree (Spanish Anglo-Arab horse). In this latter population, the regression coefficients are affected by the existence of a few highly inbred individuals while most individuals in the populations have F = 0, as about 30% of Spanish Anglo-Arab horse are founders. In this respect, the larger estimates for the obtained N e using DF i , reflect more appropriately the genetic situation of such populations with shallow pedigrees than those based on regression of individual values of inbreeding on equivalent generations. A possible explanation for this is that the regression of individual values assumes a quadratic loss function (applying the largest weight on extreme values), while taking the mean of individual values assumes a linear loss function (applying equal weight on all values). The estimates of realized N e computed from DF i (N e ) tend to be higher than those obtained from regression on equivalent generations. Moreover, when RS is analysed, the values of N e are quite stable regardless of any restriction of the pedigree depth of the individuals included in the corresponding RS, while the N e obtained from regression of F on equivalent generations show an undesired behaviour. In the Carthusian population it is not only possible to find a noticeable increase of the N e value from 20.4 to 40.0 when RS 10 includes individuals with four or more equivalent generations in the pedigree but also negative values of N e ()142.2) when RS includes individuals with eight or more equivalent generations in the pedigree. This was similar to that assessed in the SPB, where N e ranged between 147.4 and )533.1 for WP. Note that a negative estimate of N e can be obtained when the increase in inbreeding is attained by regression of the inbreeding coefficient on the year of birth and younger individuals are less inbred than the older individuals. Thus, the N e obtained depends partially, on the effect of the changes in the mating policy. The criterion of minimal coancestry has recently been used to define the mating policy (Valera et al. 2005) in the Carthusian and SPB populations. However, N e shows a more stable value of about 22 for the Carthusian population and 52 for the SPB population.
Discussion
The estimation of the realized N e from individual increase in inbreeding has been shown to perform reasonably well in simulated examples ) from the comparison between expected and estimated values. Its performance in real populations is rather complex because the real value of the Table 2 Estimates of N e using the whole pedigrees (WP) and reference subpopulations fitted using the individuals born in the last 10 years (RS 10 ) or in a given period of years (RS xx-yy ) obtained using regression of the individual coefficients of inbreeding on equivalent generations [b(t)], variance of family size (V) and individual increase in inbreeding (N e )
Population
No pedigree depth restriction Analyses were carried out without pedigree depth restrictions and using only individuals with four equivalent generations or more (t ‡ 4) and eight equivalent generations or more (t ‡ 8). parameter is unknown and no point of comparison exists. To assess this performance, N e has been computed from individual increase in inbreeding in several real populations analysing the influence of the definition of different RS relating to more or less recent periods and pedigree knowledge. Some properties of the realized N e computed from individual increase in inbreeding were tested in these real pedigrees. This methodology addresses the realized N e directly from DF that theoretically becomes constant in an ideal population instead of addressing it from F that increases from one generation to another in the idealized population (Falconer & Mackay 1996) . By definition, DF is thus completely independent of pedigree depth in the idealized population (Falconer & Mackay 1996) . Therefore, the use of DF i contributes to overcoming the problem of using the F i coefficients because the latter are nonlinearly dependent on the pedigree depth of each individual. Of course, DF i are still dependent on the completeness of the analysed pedigree and need a few generations to become constant at the population level (Figures 1  and 2) . In this respect, the simple plot of DF i over generations serves as a guide for correctly defining RS to obtain a reliable estimate of the realized N e (Figure 1) . The definition of RS is still critical to obtain useful values of N e , but this approach makes it possible to assess the confidence level of N e from the standard deviation of DF .
Regression of inbreeding values based on time or generation to compute N e can be useful when the aim is to know the influence of temporal mating policies in some reference subpopulations, because this method provides estimates that are highly dependent on those policies. This last concern is particularly noticeable when, after mating of relatives, a new mating strategy, based on low co-ancestry, is implemented, which leads to a decrease in the mean inbreeding, resulting in negative N e values. On the contrary, when we compare N e obtained from DF with that obtained using other methods, N e appears more stable regardless of the particular situation and depth of the analysed pedigrees (Table 2 ). In fact, N e becomes a final measure of the accumulated drift, originating from the foundation of the population until the present, because it is unable to accommodate the consequences of a recent change in the mating policy, especially if the pedigree depth is high. If the aim for estimating the effective population size is to ascertain the effect of changes in the mating policy, it would be recommendable to truncate the pedigree, thus considering as founders those animals which were used to establish the new mating policy. However, always make sure that the depth of the remaining pedigree is enough to achieve reliable estimates.
The estimates of N e computed from variances of family size are not useful to characterize the 'real' effective size of the population being studied . This is clearly reflected by the results obtained from the mice population analysed here. The values obtained using this method are approximately the real number of reproductive individuals in each mice generation (Table 2) , because during the experiment the number of individuals that were selected to be parents of the following generation tended to be balanced across families. However, the value of N e obtained using this method did not account for the structure of the population that has a permanent subdivision in nine different replicates per generation. However, the analysed fighting bull population is managed under a minimum co-ancestry mating policy that tends to avoid subdivision. As a consequence, the value of N e obtained using variances of family size is fairly reasonable for this population. Known subdivision could be taken into account, but this is an uncommon situation in non-idealized situations. Thus, this method only uses differences in family size to estimate N e , ignoring the subdivision of the population which, in fact, causes the reduction of N e regarding the number of reproductive animals and therefore, tends to overestimate the parameter. A second important reason explaining why this approach fails in predicting N e is that it ignores the part of the selection process that causes correlations across generations. The Hill (1979) formula ignores the fact that animals with the highest number of selected sibs are also the animals most likely to have offspring selected.
Besides the number and unbalanced contributions of founders or ancestors, there are several causes that influence the effective size, e.g. population structure, mating policy and changes in population size. This is shown by some of the databases analysed here. The effective number of ancestors computed for the Fighting Bull population (data not shown) is the lowest but its N e is not so; this is a case of a population of constant size where there is a mating policy, which avoids common ancestors in the last three generations of each animal. A similar N e is obtained for the mice population with much higher effective number of ancestors and moreover, a balanced contribution of parents to the next generation and, in some cases, with a minimum coancestry mating policy. However, the population is structured in nine lines and N e is practically identical to the real number of reproductive animals within lines. N e explains the number of individuals that would give rise to the rate of inbreeding (Falconer & Mackay 1996) when addressed from inbreeding coefficients, but when subdivision is present, the mean co-ancestry is lower than mean inbreeding and the Hill method should be preferred when a global idea of inbreeding is desired. Thus, the Hill method guesses better the real number of breeding individuals in the mice example. These results show that estimates of N e take into account the genetic history of the populations, in particular, the size of their founder population, their mating policy, bottlenecks caused by abuse of reproductive individuals. But the estimates are less affected by, for example, changes in the mating policy or the accumulation of pedigree. On the other hand, realized effective population size has to be understood in the context of pedigree knowledge. If for instance, a bottleneck has occurred in the middle of a pedigree, it will affect the genetic stock only from this point in the past while the method also accounts from this point onwards. Then, if a breeder wishes to know the effective size in a population in a specific period, he should define the reference population at the end of the desired period, and truncate the pedigree in the beginning of the period, always making sure that there are enough generations considered within the period to obtain a reliable estimate.
Comparison of N e with other estimates of N e is problematic as the real value is unknown. Looking at Figures 1 and 2 it can be noted that the individual increases in inbreeding become stable after some generations of pedigree depth. Thus, we have compared the N e values with others based on regression or log regression over generations or dates of birth when only individuals with more than four equiva-lent generations known are considered (Table 3) . Estimates of N e based on regressions using the whole pedigreed set are also shown in Table 3 .
In general, the values of N e obtained in the reference subpopulation are in close agreement with those of N e obtained via regression (Table 3 ). In fact, values of N e seem more reliable than the others when partial disagreement exists if a visual inspection of the evolution of N e is used (Figure 2 ), but some of these values are worth commenting on. For instance, in the mice population, given that minimum co-ancestry is carried out for three of the replicates while random mating is in the other six replicates, stabilization of N e is achieved in the latter generations and values lower than 30 are rare. N e reaches a value of 34.2 while all the N e values obtained by regression remain lower than 30 (Table 3 ). The case of SPB is also worth discussing. The change in the breeding policy brings a reduction in the average inbreeding of the last time points and generations with a consequent increase in N e values. Looking at the evolution of N e throughout the time points these values never exceeded more than 50 ( Figure 2 ) and a N e value of 51.2, whereas the lowest value based on regression is 147.4 (Table 3) . This seems to be because the regression is more sensitive to the decline in average inbreeding in recent years. A mention is also needed in the case of the two populations subject to migration in a low rate (Spanish Arab horse) or a high rate (Spanish Anglo-Arab horse), in both of them the increase in pedigree knowledge is not linear showing changes in the policy of migration. Again, the evolution of N e is unstable especially for the Spanish Anglo-Arab breed with very low pedigree knowledge. Thus, if considering N e based on regression over time for the whole pedigreed set the values are higher than 300, but if only individuals with more than four equivalent generations are considered, the same methodology Analyses were carried out using the whole pedigrees (WP) and reference subpopulations (RS), including only the individuals with four equivalent generations (t).
provides a value close to 20. Estimation of N e results in 61.6, a coherent value but with a standard error much higher than those obtained for other populations. To conclude, we tested here the new approach to estimate the realized N e in real populations thus enabling us to obtain stable estimates of N e .
